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AB3TRACT

We consider the vibrations of a linear monatomic chain vith a

complex surface potential defined by the surface pinning parameter a = A e"1!.

It is found that in the case of a semi-infinite chain a is connected with the

surface vibration wave number k = s + it by the exact relations: a = <f>,

t = Jin A We also shov that the solutions found can be regarded as approximate

ones (in the limit L » 1) for surface vibrations of a finite chain consisting

of L atoms.
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1. The concept of the surface parameter, the quantity describing the

surface defect of finite crystals, has turned out to Tie very useful when studying

magnetic surface states [l]. Recently, this concept has been generalized [2]

by admitting the surface parameter to be complex. A real surface

parameter is known to give rise to localized surface states,

while a complex one generates the so-called quasi-localized surface

states.

The wave number of a surface state is in general complex:

k = s + it, where both numbers s and t are real, with S£.(O,TO and

t£(0, +»). The peculiar property of the quasi-localized surface states

resides in the fact that their real part s belongs to the interior of the

interval (0,ir), whereas for the localized surface states the only accessible

values for s are 0 or 7r • As a consequence of this fact the amplitude

of localized surface states, with the energy below the bulk band, decreases

strictly monotonically towards the bulk of the specimen (s = 0 ) , while for

quasi-localized states (0. <s <TT) the amplitude oscillates decaying into the

bulk. For localized surface states with the energy above the bulk band, instead,

the amplitude changes sign from one atomic plane to the next towards the bulk

of the body, i.e. s = IT.

The present work is aimed at characterizing the surface vibrations of

a semi-infinite chain in terms of the surface parameter, taken to be a complex

quantity. This will "be done by relating the surface vibration numbers s

and t, introduced above, with the real and imaginary parts of the surface

parameter. As a convenient simple model for investigation we choose a chain

consisting of identical atoms of mass m, with nearest-neighbour Hooke's law

interactions. The end atom constitutes what may by called the "surface" of

the chain and it will be assumed to interact only with its nearest neighbour

towards the interior of the chain. We shall consider, moreover, an additional

potential term arising from the surface tension, and we shall restrict our-

selves to investigating only longitudinal vibrations of the chain.

2. The equations of motion of atoms for the semi-infinite chain can be

written as follows: .. f
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where W^ is the displacement from the equilibrium position of an atom located

at the site labelled SI = 0,1,..., and a is the nearest-neighbour Hooke's

law force constant. The quantity a1 represents a surface tension contributing
1 2

in the following form to the potential on the end atom: AU = — (a'-a) W

Assuming W (T) to depend harmonically on the time T, thus

W 4 = U^ e
lu)T, we have

(Z-a)UQ - I

V + 2V' -U

where we have used the notation

oi

(2)

(3)

The quantity a, being dependent on a1, can be referred to as the pinning

surface parameter; we assume that this quantity can be complex ;

a = A e~x<? . (M

We now proceed to solve the set of Eqs.(2) looking for surface

vibrations only. It has already been shown [2] that in the case

of a complex surface pinning parameter, the wave number k for surface

vibrations must also be considered complex: k = s + it with S6(0 , T T ) . By

introducing the fictitious site I = -1 (see [3]), the set of Eqs.(2) can be

transformed into the following set of equations:

eu(k)

(5)

with the following boundary condition:
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(6)

One easily recognizes the solutions of Eqs.(5) to be of the form

-Ce
ilk

(7)

where C is independent on I , and, by inserting (7) and (h) into Eq.(6),

we obtain

= cp and t = Jin A, (8a)

indicating that in the case of a semi-infinite system, the surface vibration

numbers s and t are straightforwardly related (by the exact relation (8a))

to the modulus A and phase Cp of the surface pinning parameter. On the

other hand, substituting Eq.(T) into Eqs.(5) we find the dispersion relation:

2 - £(k) = 2 cos k Ob)

which for k = s + it becomes

(8c)

3. How we make an attempt to evaluate surface vibration numbers s and

t for a finite linear chain of atoms. It will turn out that only approximate

formulas,replacing exact results (Eqs.(8a)) obtained for the semi-infinite

chain can be found for this case.

The characteristic equation ofj[ finite monatomic linear chain can be

written in matrix form as follows [3]:

DTU,a,b)
Li

(9)

where x = £-£, and

-1 x. -i

-4 -x.

-A zc - A

-< x-b

(10)

L



the subscript L denotes the size of the determinant (being equal to ' the

number of atoms in the chain), a and b are surface pinning parameters,

for free and substrate surface, respectively. It may be easily shown that

Eq.{9) is equivalent to the following equation:

D (x) - (a+b) D (x) + ab D U )
L - L—l LJ- d

where we have denoted by D (x) = D (x,0,0).

(11)

First, we shall show that surface solutions of Eq.(ll) tn the limit

of infinitely many atoms, i.e. for L •+• °°, are the same as those obtained

for the semi-infinite case. We divide Eq.(ll) by DT ., (x) and we take into
li—i.

account that the following limit exists for the analytic continuation of D (x)

to the complex x plane (x —11 + it) (see [k]}:

Xi\tn
D, +1 E) (12)

We rewrite Eq..{ll) {in the limit L •* ») in the form:

+ b) = 0 . (13)

The new quantity £ is related to the diagonal element x of the

characteristic determinant D (x,a,b) by the following equality:
jj

(DO

which is obtained by assuming

(15)

and substituting into the bulk Eqs.(5), Eq,(l3) has two solutions, namely

(16)

which are, in fact, solutions corresponding to two surface vibrations

localized, if ]a| < 1 and |b < 1, at the free and substrate surface. .On the

• - 5 -

other hand, these two solutions can be directly obtained from Eq.(13) "by

inserting therein ID = 0 or a = 0. It means that in the

approximation L -+<W used to obtain solutions (16), both surfaces are

perfectly independent and they do not "feel" each other. This is why one of

the solutions (16) is exactly the same as we have obtained for a semi-infinite

case: substituting Eq.(15) into the first of Eqs.(2) leads immediately to £ .

The quantity £ defined by Eq.(l2) can be expressed by the surface

vibration numbers as follows [h]:

C =
is -t

(IT)

Assuming a = A e ^ and by having recourse to Eq.(l7) we finally connect

solutions (16) with the results obtained for a semi-infinite case (Eq.(8a)),

as one should expect. The introduction of arhitrary complex surface parameters

(a,b) in a film of finite width (L < <*•) implies in general that all the

phonon frequencies (i.e. solutions of Eq.(19)become also complex. It is

shown in the appendix, however, that If the parameters at both ends (a and

b) are complex conjugate, we find 2 complex conjugate frequencies, and L-2

real ones. All numerical examples describedbelow belong therefore to this special

family of Hamiltonians, which can be considered as the generalization of the

hermitian type.

It has been shown previously [5] for the case of a finite monatomic

chain with symmetrical boundary conditions imposed by real surface parameters

a s b s A, that the inverse localization langth t = Im k of the surface

vibrations is given by the following approximate formula (valid for L » 1):

= j+ A"L {1 - A"2) (18)

where + (-) corresponds to the symmetric (antisymoetric) mode [5]. If

L > •» this equation gives the solution found above for the asymmetrical

chain with complex surface parameters. Therefore, it may be suggested that

the formula (18) can be treated as an approximate solution for surface

vibration numbers £ of a finite chain (with arbitrary surface conditions)

if L§>1. numerical calculations show that by using the first term of

the r.h.s. of Eq.(l8) one obtains e - t within less than 1% if L"^5 and

A ̂ -1.15, Moreover, by analogy, we may expect that the remaining surface

vibration number S , can be described conveniently by the following formula:

(19)s = <f + is(A,L)

with As small when L t>-5, A as for t. Since the exact formula for
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As(A,L) is not available, we may gain some insight into the dependence of

As on A and L lay having recourse to Fig.l, where the numerical values of

fls obtained for *f = IT/6 are presented. We see that As(A,L) decreases

rapidly vith growing L or A, i.e. the behaviour of this contribution is,

in some sense, similar to the contribution to t resulting from Eq.-(l8).
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APPEKDIX

Consider L atoms at points I = -
L - 1

* • • j As in Eg.. (5) we add two extra atoms at 4 = -

( * 1) [3], at the same time imposing

V + 1 = b "L-1
2 2

Then, as in £q.(15) we substitute

u £ => a E + B

(l.A)

(2.A)

in Eq.(5) and in particular in Eqs.(l.A), leading to a system of two linear

homogeneous equations for the coefficients a and (,, which have a non trivial

solution if:

r1i - s f * i - e'

For real a and b the condition

leads immediately to

1

_ 2(L

ie(a,b,f )

(3 .A)

(It.A)

(5-A)

f irm

2L
(6.A)

which can be solved iteratively for <p . In the particular case a = b = 1,

one obtains L real roots y °f the form: '{' = — , m = 0, ..., L - 1.

( 0 = 0). For a(and/or b) greater than 1, there are one (or two) solutions

with |£| < 1 { T - pure imaginary) and L-l or L-2 real solutions 1 \my

Consider the case fa, bj= complex,

2u iWa = e e ifl,

b = e e h

-8-
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with 0 < (i|>a, +_) <C *• u , v = r e a l . The condition for f inding a r e a l

root f of (3.A) and (k.k) lg

- |2
= 1 (8.A)

which can be wr i t t en as

SIYHD

- Cos/ fa (9-A)

which i s satisfied identically in <P if and only if:

1. (*a> ^ ) = 0 or n ; or

2 . u = v , \|< = - * .

In case 2

— 6- (10.A)

where
a

- (i , and
D

@ is a complicated function of its arguments.

There are at most L real solutions of (10.A), In fact, as shown in Eq.(l6),

there are two complex solutions £ = I/a, £ = 1/b, when L •*• •>. The

continuity of the solutions vith L leads to expect that even for L < <° one

finds two complex solutions, approximately equal to £ = I/a, £ = £ , and

L - 2 real solutions of (10,A),

results.

I/a, £ = £

This is in exact agreement with the numerical
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig.l The correction 4s, as defined in £4.(19). Dashed curve: is(A),

for 1 = 11. Continuous curve: is(L) for A = 1.15. In both cases

f - tf/6.
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